[kmymoney] cannot be installed/updated

2021-10-21 01:14 AM - infertux

Status: open
Priority: bug
Assignee:
Category:

Description

- step to reproduce:
  
pacman -Syyuu kmymoney

- expected result: being able to install/update kmymoney.

- actual result:

  :: The following packages cannot be upgraded due to unresolvable dependencies:
     kmymoney  libalkimia
  
  :: Do you want to skip the above packages for this upgrade? [y/N] n
  error: failed to prepare transaction (could not satisfy dependencies)
  :: unable to satisfy dependency 'qt5-webengine' required by libalkimia
  :: unable to satisfy dependency 'qt5-webengine' required by kmymoney
  :: unable to satisfy dependency 'qt5-webengine' required by libalkimia

qt5-webengine is not longer available in the repos. It seems it has been replaced qt6-webengine. I suppose libalkimia and/or kmymoney need to be rebuilt with qt6-webengine as dependency instead of qt5-.

History

#1 - 2021-10-21 07:50 AM - telur

hi, as i know long ago qt5-webengine is blacklisted due to privacy issue, the same thing would likely happen with qt6-webengine therefore in order to protect user all packages that depend on qt-webengine would likely cant be installed.